Mukil FM - A Pioneer Global Number One Live Streaming Online Radio
Mukil FM is an online 24/7 Indian Tamil radio broadcasting from Tamilnadu with more than 50K listeners all over
the world that aims to entertain the Tamils anywhere and anytime. Mukil FM contains a huge variety of programs
telecasting wonderful Tamil songs and news.
Madurai, Tamil Nadu, December 19, 2016 /India PRwire/ -- Kamalam Group, a leading provider of web, mobile
application solutions, and a wide range of other business solutions, has released a online radio app, named "Mukil
FM". As one of the leading online radio broadcaster, kamalam group made a app for listeners to engage easily with
FM all the time. Mukil FM is already entertaining more than hundred thousand listeners.
"Online FM is now a trending media for entrepreneur to make his own space over the internet media" says J K
Muthu, CEO of Spreadmax, also chairman of Digital Knowledge Forum of TN Chamber foundation. Mukil FM is the
pioneer app that entertains the listeners by an interactive and innovative programs. Mukil FM is an online 24/7
Indian Tamil radio broadcasting from Tamilnadu with more than 50K listeners all over the world that aims to
entertain the Tamilans anywhere and anytime. Mukil FM contains a huge variety of programs telecasting wonderful
Tamil songs and news.
Mukil FM Tops the Shoutcast and holds number one position in Tamil category.

Website Link: Mukil
FM Link: Mukil FM
App Link: Android App
Facebook: Mukil FM FB
Twitter: Mukil Twitter
Features:

24 X 7 live streaming online radio.

Broadcasting brand new programs and Talk shows.

Radio covers news on Business, Politics, Agriculture, Science, Spirituals, Cooking, Beauty, Health, and
lifestyle.

Available on other radio directories and apps.
Though many online radios have been launched after getting inspired by "Mukil FM", It still retains and
remains in the no.1 position among all online tamil radios. All our programs are compared and presented with a
simple and sweet style of language blended with top hit songs covering middle and latest releases which are
suitable to the program and also appropriate to the information delivered by the RJs in a genuine manner without
any intention to hurt anyone or any group.
Globally important news from various genre is shared in between our specific shows at a particular intervals. Mukil
FM is integrated in numerous websites, web portals, directories and mobile apps because of the quality and
uniqueness of the programs.
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Notes to Editor
Kamalam Group is an ISO 9001:2008 certified multi-disciplined professional IT, Web and marketing company.
Kamalam Group was founded by two young entrepreneurs in the early 90's. Kamalam Group's business, activities
include manufacturing, exports, academy, research, online media and Social activities apart from Complete Web
Solution. Kamalam Group serves customers on most website and mobile platforms, from the iPhone, iPad, and
Android. Copyright © 2016 Kamalam Group. All Rights Reserved.
For more information, please contact:
J K Muthu
CEO
(L) 04522538184, (M) 8220449933
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